
Transform threat intelligence quality and speed
Mandiant finished intelligence reports, cultivated by more than 500 experts, help you get a more comprehensive view of the cyber 
threat landscape. Silobreaker helps you produce higher quality intelligence faster by unifying the intelligence cycle in a single 
SaaS platform; from the management of intelligence requirements to the automated collection and processing of structured and 
unstructured data; to the analysis, production and dissemination of threat intelligence. 

Connecting to Mandiant is quick and easy 
Connecting your Mandiant Threat Intelligence Fusion or Mandiant Threat Intelligence Security Operations subscription is quick and 
easy. Simply enter licence keys in the Silobreaker SaaS platform to begin collecting Mandiant threat reports as they are published.

Be the first to know about threats 
Anticipate threats faster by accessing multiple data sources in one place. Automate the collection and analysis of millions of 
open, dark web data and finished intelligence sources to gain a comprehensive understanding of threats. Connect your Mandiant 
subscription with Silobreaker’s curated intelligence to get more value from your existing investments, benefit from enhanced 
Silobreaker visualisations and reduce investigation times.

silobreaker.com

I N T E G R A T I O N  P A R T N E R

Integrate Mandiant Premium Cyber Threat 
Intelligence with Silobreaker to streamline data 
collection, intelligence production, and delivery 
in one platform. This combination delivers 
higher quality insights at unprecedented speed, 
improving analyst efficiency and reducing risk.

Generate faster and 
higher quality cyber 
threat intelligence

Capabilities only available in Silobreaker
Save time with one central view of intelligence 
Mandiant reports are available in Silobreaker to save  
you time when investigating threats. Choose to view  
the full Mandiant collection or reports relevant to specific 
priority intelligence requirements (PIRs), with Mandiant 
report widgets accessible for any Silobreaker threat 
monitoring dashboard.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/silobreaker/
https://twitter.com/Silobreaker


Company overview

Let Silobreaker do the reading 
Our unique In Focus view does the reading for you, with a 
quick summary of what Mandiant analysts write, including 
malware, threat actors, IOCs and more. This provides a fast 
path to the most relevant reports, the ability to link threats 
to assets, people or places, and greater time-to-value from 
Mandiant subscriptions.

Add full-context to discovery 
View or download any report in the original PDF format, or 
switch to Silobreaker to automatically highlight entities for 
deeper context. Hover over any indicator to instantly reveal 
risk scoring from Mandiant and other providers, access term 
definitions and seamlessly link to content across the open, 
deep and dark web and other premium providers without 
leaving the platform. This increases analyst efficiently and 
adds context to reports faster.

Be the first to know about  
Silobreaker and Mandiant
Get a head start on threats and risks with the potential  
to impact productivity, operational resiliency and business 
continuity with Silobreaker and Mandiant. This unique 
combination of tools, data and intelligence will help answer 
the what-if questions your stakeholders pose to better 
inform strategic decision-making, faster.

About Silobreaker
Silobreaker is a leading security and threat intelligence technology company, that provides 
powerful insights on emerging risks and opportunities in near-real time. It automates the collection, 
aggregation and analysis of data from open and dark web sources in a single platform, allowing 
intelligence teams to produce and disseminate high-quality, actionable reports in line with priority 
intelligence requirements (PIRs). This enables global enterprises to make intelligence-led decisions to 
safeguard their business from cyber, physical, and geopolitical threats, mitigate risks and maximise 
business value. Learn more at silobreaker.com
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